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Aim

Not to present specific changes, but rather to show why changes are needed and 
what they should achieve.

In one case, they are already there, via element abuse (yeah!).

The other is tougher and unimplemented, so I will restrict myself to the theoretical 
arguments.

Talk contents

• FreeDict headers (abuse upon abuse)
• context
• result

• OCTC headers (require completely new structures)
• context
• sketch
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FreeDict: context

• open-source lexical databases, open-source tools
• of various degrees of complexity (mostly simple lists of equivalents, some 

complex dictionaries as well)
• community project, people work on an on-and-off basis (relevant!)

• the contributors can easily make mistakes concerning the content of linguistic 
descriptions (because potentially there can be many of them, because they 
forget their own rules, etc.)

• they can follow different traditions (is adjective “a” or “adj”?)
• source language, target language, metalanguage of descriptions

FreeDict has 74 databases now (more coming after Google Code-in from the 
Apertium project), and we want them uniform for manipulation (reversal, 
concatenation).

Rather than global changes, we need a plug-in with new functionality – this is the 
least intrusive option.
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FreeDict: anchoring the descriptions

Fixed reference point: the GOLD ontology, now grounded in ISO DCR.

But a level of indirection is needed:
• in ISO DCR there are at least 5 entries for the masculine gender, 
• some values are missing from the GOLD (“imitative” for Khasi).

Enter the FreeDict ontology interface, referenced by the individual dictionaries.

Additional bonus: tackle the “anglocentrism” and supply grammatical labels in 
languages other than English (so far: Polish).
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What is needed

• the interface (it's there)
• plugins for individual dictionaries that

• are easy to install and
• ensure the uniformity of grammatical label assignment

• in the dictionary itself
• Schematron checks: all values of gramGrp must be elements of 

the sets enumerated in the plugin
• across the project

• individual dictionaries vis-à-vis the interface
• across the world...

• the interface vis-à-vis the GOLD ontology.

How to do it?

Why, by abusing the existing elements to the ground, of course...
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Plugin fragment for kha-deu

         <tagsDecl>   <!-- may have @rend="anchored" -->
            <namespace name="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0" xml:base="../shared/">
               <tagUsage gi="pos">
                  <list>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_pos_noun">n</item>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_pos_verb">v</item>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_pos_imit">imit</item>
                  </list>
               </tagUsage>
               <tagUsage gi="gen">
                  <list>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_gen_fem">f</item>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_gen_masc">m</item>
                  </list>
               </tagUsage>
            </namespace>

Abused: @rend, <tagUsage/> (? new use...)
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Khasi – German dictionary fragment

         <entry>
            <form>
               <orth>almari</orth>
            </form>
            <gramGrp>
               <pos>n</pos>
               <gen>f</gen>
            </gramGrp>
            <sense>
               <cit type="trans">
                  <quote>Schrank</quote>
                  <gramGrp>
                     <gen>m</gen>
                  </gramGrp>
               </cit>
            </sense>
         </entry>
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Another fragment of the plugin

         <tagsDecl>
            <namespace name="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0" xml:base="../shared/">

...
            </namespace>

            <namespace name="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0" xml:base="../shared/"
 n="equiv">

               <tagUsage gi="gen">
                  <list>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_gen_fem">f</item>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_gen_masc">m</item>
                     <item ana="FreeDict_ontology.xml#f_gen_neut">n</item>
                  </list>
               </tagUsage>
            </namespace>

Abused: @n (should be @type), <namespace/>!
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Types of gramGrp

The <namespace/> is abused as a structural box for various types of gramGrp:

• 'ordinary' entry/gramGrp or sense/gramGrp
• cit[@type=”translation”]/gramGrp for equivalents
• entry/gramGrp/gramGrp[@type=”agr”] for agreement features, cf. Swahili: 

ndege noun, class 9/10: airplane (has plural in 10, triggers agreement for 9/10)
ndege noun, class 9/10 animate: bird (pl in 10, triggers agreement for 1/2)

bibi noun, class 5/6 human: (young) lady (plural in 6, triggers agreement for 1/2) 

<gramGrp>
               <pos>n</pos>
               <iType>5/6</iType>
               <gram type="anim">human</gram>
               <gramGrp type="agr">
                  <iType>1/2</iType>
               </gramGrp>
            </gramGrp>
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Intermezzo

That was the part of the story concerning something that is there already.

It requires an extension of the content model of tagsDecl in order to accommodate 
structural “boxes” for various kinds of gramGrp.

Iff the plugin is inserted into a dictionary, it fires various Schematron rules.

Now I bet I don't have much time left, so let me try to walk run you through the 
other case: the OCTC. (Come to our talk tomorrow for more!)
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OCTC (Open-Content Text Corpus)

(this is really a matter for a separate talk... BUT)

Let me begin by showing various inter-document dependencies in the 
National Corpus of Polish, an architectural ancestor of the OCTC.

Let me then present the OCTC picture and try to squeeze in a few words 
before the time runs out.
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National Corpus of Polish – dependencies
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Currently 68 separate monolingual subcorpora (well, corpus seeds). 
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monolingual
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 Bambara
 ...
 Polish
 …
 Swahili
 ...

aligned
subcorpus

 ...

 pol-swh

 ...



OCTC: multi-instance stand-off

(Notice: three header levels; the mid-level is for language subcorpora)
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Ontology interfaces for OCTC?

Having seen that, think of the grammatical descriptions: 
• coming from various tools, 
• obeying various rules, 
• differing across languages.

OCTC needs: 
• a single ontology interface at the level of the subcorpus (for a 

single language), and then, 
• the One Ring to bind them: a higher-level interface that will look at 

the individual subcorpus interfaces and align them, by pointing at 
the GOLD.
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Summary

The TEI may benefit from more input from linguistic projects.

I reviewed two multilingual projects demonstrating the need to
accommodate various pieces of extra information.

The new TEI SIG, “TEI for Linguists”, may turn out to be a busy
group... come over on Saturday at 9 a.m. to PDS-1!
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Thanks!

bansp@o2.pl

And by the way:

FreeDict is launching the “Adopt-a-Dictionary” programme...
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